
	  

Workshop 1: Crafting Communities 

Knitting means different things to different people. For some, it is simply a relaxing 
and productive hobby. For others, it may be any or all of the following: a way of 
expressing love and gratitude to a friend, a way of supporting individuals in need, a 
way of lessening the environmental impact of mass-produced goods, a way of 
protesting sweatshop labour, a way to make a livelihood, or a way of supplying 
needed household items. Whatever our reason for knitting, through the craft itself, we 
constantly have the opportunity to make profound statements about the way we live. 
(Greer, 2008: 101) 

Formative crafter Betsy Greer, one of the keynote speakers at this workshop, in her 
manifesto publication, Knitting for Good, foregrounds the multiplicity of ways in which craft 
can be meaningful in our lives.  Glenn Adamson, a keynote at the Craft Futures workshop 
that follows this one, identifies the political and postdisciplinary (moving beyond discrete 
disciplinary boundaries) aspects of craft as the twin tendencies that will define craft practice 
in the future.  For the purposes of this workshop we would like to draw together notions of 
plurality, the political and the post-disciplinary to focus on craft beyond the object as process 
and socially engaged practice.  Forming questions and thoughts, for instance, may be 
regarded as a form of craft, as self-proclaimed fanzine editor, craft artist and filmmaker 
Zandra Ahl points out.  Rather than conceptual craft, however, we wish to explore the 
processes through which craft connects individuals and groups, in person and virtually, 
through communities of knowledge, skill and interest, shared memories and values, a mutual 
commitment to activism or sustainable living, a need to establish alternative ways of working, 
or simply the desire to decorate oneʼs home or improve quality of life.  

Craft, of course, has been traditionally defined by shared ideas about process (skills, 
materials, techniques) and collective, often anonymous, identities (craft workshops, guilds) in 
a way that the fine arts, for instance, have not (art in the west, at least, post-Renaissance 
and post-Vasari).  Craft, moreover, also has a long established political pedigree, from 
William Morris and the Arts & Crafts guilds of the mid-nineteenth century for whom hand-
making was always inseparable from new ways of envisioning, enacting and living social and 
political change, to feminist reassessments of womenʼs skills and craft practice in the 1970s. 
Craftʼs position as opposite, its status as alternative and ʻotherʼ to high art or industrial 
production and associations with leisure, time-consuming and repetitive activities, detailed 
and often decorative hand-work, which is habitually undertaken by amateurs in the domestic 
arena or collectively at sewing groups or neighbourhood quilting bees, has conventionally 
marked it out as low-status womenʼs work: the work of the hand rather than the intellect and 
therefore worthy of less attention.  Conversely, this ʻoutsiderʼ position, the fact that craft has 
historically been located in the home, village halls or local cafes, that is, at the heart of family 
and community life rather than in the official spaces of museums and galleries, makes it so 



appropriate for imaging new ways of living, social relationships and identities; forging 
transformative possibilities and connecting community through creativity.  As Rozsika Parker 
revealed in her ground-breaking book The Subversive Stitch, and as Carol Tullochʼs current 
exhibition ʻHand Made Tales:  Women and Domestic Craftsʼ at the Womenʼs Library, London 
confirms, there is no need to reclaim the political dimensions of womenʼs domestic craft 
(although these a ripe for rediscovery), a practice that has always sustained subversive 
potential.   

Terms such as crafting, crativism (craft activism), DIY culture and subcultural craft among 
others, which have emerged in recent years, signal a new vocabulary which voices an 
energetic, radical activism in the crafts; a will to critique capitalism and forge alternative, 
collective identities and communities through socially engaged craft practice.  Drawing on 
feminist strategies, groups such as Liz Collinsʼ Knitting Nation in the US, Cast Off Crew, Knit 
the City and Stitch in the UK, and such projects as Cat Mazzaʼs Nike Blanket Petition and 
Sabrina Gschwandtnerʼs installation Wartime Knitting Circle, move craft beyond the domestic 
to the public arena in spectacular ways.  The online revolution, meanwhile, has supported 
the indie crafts movement celebrated in the documentary Handmade Nation and a micro-
economy of small businesses, alternative craft fairs and interest groups such as Ravelry, 
while the online sales site Etsy provides a global platform for disseminating handmade 
goods; an alternative economy based on shared values and the desire to escape from the 
atomised life of the ʻwage slaveʼ.  The therapeutic benefits of knitting with its repetitive 
stitching, which encourages meditative mindfulness, meanwhile, promotes the ʻslowʼ ethos of 
craft practice,  while bereavement quilts or projects such as Missability Radioʼs re-
appropriation of hospital walking sticks by knitting brightly coloured cosies to liberate them 
from their ʻinstitutional grayʼ, challenge perceptions and experiences of grieving and disability 
in creative ways.  Skills (and objects) swapped and/or passed down the generations, charity 
work and volunteering, new trends such as ʻmanbroideryʼ and ʻboyscraftʼ, all evidence how 
traditionally female activities and skills have taken on a new resonance in the context of 
contemporary concerns about environment, community and recession.  

Craft as socially engaged practice foregrounds personal and community relationships, 
making rather than consuming, small scale and intimate experiences as well as the 
possibility of large-scale social and political change, voluntarism, and economies of making 
(swapping, gift giving, small business) that critique or, at least, negotiate competitive, 
technology-driven consumer capitalism and the spectre of unhealthy, isolating, empty and 
unrewarding lives.  This workshop aims to explore how and to what extent this ideal of 
socially engaged crafting holds true, and how it can be developed to build resilient, 
connected communities that promote health, social cohesion, and social and political 
agency; giving ʼvisibilityʼ and ʻvoiceʼ while opening individuals and groups up to new ways of 
thinking about themselves and others.   

Questions to consider include, but should not be limited to: 

• How crafting democratises creativity extending value beyond trained makers to 
communities of interest where skills are embedded in the family and/or such 
everyday activities as cooking, gardening, sewing, DIY etc.     



• The extent to which home crafts, DIY and amateur practice has revolutionised 
art/craft practice resulting in a fresh approach to techniques and materials, and 
encouraging a reassessment of hierarchies of value and cultural capital.  

• Whether crafting undermines, reinforces or re-imagines cultural identities defined by 
age, class, gender and race.  

• Whether crafts offers viable, sustainable lifestyles or effectively promotes ethical 
living by offering alternatives to consumer capitalism through the slow craft ethos, or 
opportunities to repurpose, remake, make-do and mend, for instance.    

• How craft represents a new community activism through volunteering, working with 
charities etc.  

• How new technologies can promote knowledge exchange, shape communities and 
enhance participation across geographic locations; local, national and global 
boundaries.  

• The extent to which the current interest in crafting can support and maintain a 
sustainable local and global micro-economy of small business, online sales, crafts 
fairs and festivals, training and educational workshops, and other innovative events.  

• The relationships between online and offline craft communities.  
• How knowledge and skills can be transferred across time and space through the 

family, community groups, friendship networks, and cross-generational, cross-
cultural communities of practice.  What are the threats to this?  

• Does crafting promote health and well-being in unique and significant ways? If so, 
how can these benefits we developed and extended?  

• Does craft as a meaningful social and political alternative only exist outside 
mainstream institutions, museums and galleries? What are the alternative spaces of 
craft?  

• What is the relationship between crafts social and cultural capital? How can we 
ensure that craft is taken seriously within the academy?  


